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MARKET INDICATORS 
As of October 9, 2013  

Index/ Bond 
Index 

Level/Yield 
DoD 

Change 
DoD % 
Change 

PSEi 6,377.75 -77.11 -1.19% 

Dow Jones 14,802.98 26.45 0.18% 

S&P 500 1,656.40 0.95 0.06% 

NASDAQ 3,677.78 -17.05 -0.46% 

MSCI Asia ex-Japan 545.35 -0.92 -0.17% 

MSCI Emerging Market 1,005.69 -3.20 -0.32% 

5 Yr FXTN 3.05 -6 bps  

10 Yr US Treasury 2.66 3 bps  

USD/PHP 43.14 0.01 0.03% 
Source: Bloomberg 

 
NEWS IN THE PHILIPPINES 
 
Inflation Seen To Remain Manageable ; Vehicle Sale Rises by 15% in September 

 Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP): According to BSP Governor Amando M. Tetangco, Jr., the 
BSP expects inflation to remain manageable this year. He said that the estimate that they 
have is that there could be some increase but on the whole, the inlation will still be well-
within the target. The BSP  expects inflation at three to  five percent for this year and in 
2014. 

 Chamber of Automotive Manufacturers of the Philippines Inc. (CAMPI): Sales of local vehicle 
assemblers continued to rise in September from a year ago supported by the strong demand 
for passenger cars (PC) and commercial vehicles (CV).  CAMPI reported yesterday that 
combined sales of the group and the Truck Manufacturers Association, Inc. (TMA) reached 
14,764 units, 15 percent higher than the 12,857 units sold in the same period last year.          

 
Local Bond Market 

 The yield of the benchmark 5-year bond lost 6 bps to close at 3.05. 
 The yields of bonds showed mixed sentiments in trading, with 5 tenors remaining 

unchanged, 4 tenors falling, and 3 tenors rising. 
 
 

Philippine Stocks                                                                    

 Daily Matters 
October 10, 2013 

http://www.atram.com.ph/
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 The sentiment of stock market investors was weighed down by the continued Federal 
government shutdown and the approaching deadline for lawmakers to increase the US debt 
ceiling. The PSEi snapped a six-day climb, retreating 77.11 points, or 1.19% to 6,377.75. 

 

 
Philippine Peso 

 The Philippine peso weakened yesterday as talks that the US debt ceiling will be raised 
soon. The local currency shed 1 centavo or 0.03% to close at 43.14. 

 
 

NEWS AROUND THE WORLD 
 
September Private Payrolls Increased In All US Regions; Obama to Choose Yellen; 
Japan Machinery Orders Rise to Post-Lehman High in Boost for Abe 

 Automatic Data Processing (ADP): Private businesses across all regions of the US added 
work in September, according to survey of payrolls released Wednesday. The South Atlantic 
region added the largest number of private jobs at 38,000, in September. New England 
added the least at 4,000. 

 US President Barack Obama will nominate Fed number two Janet Yellen to run the world’s 
most influential central bank, providing some relief to markets that would expect her to 
tread carefully in winding down economic stimulus. 

 Japan’s machinery orders jumped to 819.3 billion yen ($8.4 billion) in August, the highest 
level since the collapse of Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. in 2008 and a sign of a 
strengthening economic revival. Orders excluding ships and power generation rose 5.4 
percent from the previous month, more than double the 2.5 percent median forecast in a 
Bloomberg News survey of 28 economists. 

 
 

US Stock Market 

 US stocks were mixed Wednesday as the White House moved to convene meetings with 
leading members of Congress to seek an end to economic policy paralysis in Washington. 
The Dow Jones Industrial Average finished up 26.45 points, or 0.18% at 14,802.98. The S&P 
500 added a bare 0.95, or 0.06% at 1,656.40, while the Nasdaq lost 17.05, or 0.46% at 
3,677.78. 

 
 

Asian Stocks 

 Asian stock markets drifted Wednesday as news the Federal Reserve's vice chair will be 
nominated to head the U.S. central bank gave only a slight lift to investor sentiment 
darkened by an IMF warning on the global economy. The MSCI Asia-Ex Japan Index lost 0.92 
points, or 0.17% to end at 545.35. 

http://www.bloomberg.com/quote/JNMOCHNG:IND
http://www.bloomberg.com/quote/JNMOCHNG:IND
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Emerging Markets                                 

 Emerging stocks fell on the news that IMF has cut its global economic growth forecasts and 
warned that the U.S. would harm the world economy if it fails to raise its borrowing limit. 
The MSCI Emerging Markets Index dropped 3.20 points, or 0.32% to close at 1,005.69. 

 
Sources: Bloomberg, Briefing.com, Business World, CNN, Inquirer, PhilStar, Reuters, WSJ 


